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HANDCRAFTED QUALITY

Each design is individually made 
by our talented group of artisans. 

Metallic foil, dynamic textures, 
and slight pattern variations are 
what make these Handcrafted 
patterns instant favorites. 

QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP:

HANDMADE Each yard is handmade and inspected by a seasoned artisan to 

create a truly unique artwork. Multi-layered paints create a dazzling visual 

e�ect featuring hints of metallic shine. 

MADE TO ORDER All designs are made to order and can be customized for 

color, texture, and design. Low minimum quantities make ordering easy 

starting at 30 yards. Reorder any handcrafted or custom design with ease.
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Let your imagination run wild! Incorporate 

design motifs through texture, foil, and other 

specialty e�ects for a truly unique look. 

MDC can help you achieve your vision.        

The breadth of our portfolio of wallcoverings 

promises to provide the solution that delivers 

your vision.

TURN INSPIRATION INTO ART 
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Quartzite | MHC1515

PRODUCT ID



PATTERN VARIETY
Each pattern is available in a palette of 5-7 colors per texture. 

Visit mdc.is/handcrafted to view the complete o�ering.

FEATURED PATTERNS

ALLOY | MHC1383 ALSTINE | MHC1326 AMIRIA | MHC1296

NEW PATTERNS

GINZA | MHC1607 TAMA | MHC1608 SEKKO | MHC1618

ASTER | MHC1515

BRODERICK | MHC1251 BURTON | MHC1276 CARONE | MHC1221 CARTER | MHC1241

CELESTINE | MHC1451 DEACON | MHC1284 FRASER | MHC1256 GEORGIA | MHC1315 

PIERCE | MHC1331  POMPEO  | MHC1272 RAMSEY | MHC1340 REMINGTON | MHC1262 

ROSETTA | MHC1399 SARTO | MHC1292 SORIANO | MHC1503 SPECTRUM | MHC1371 

JULIEN | MHC1247 LAGUNA | MHC1317 LANCET | MHC1466 LAURENT | MHC1266 

MARCEL | MHC1287 MONTAGE | MHC1377 MORRIS | MHC1236 PALISADES | MHC1462 

SULLIVAN | MHC1509 THAMES | MHC1406 WILSHIRE | MHC1392 WYETH | MHC1229 



Make your space a stunner with a selection from our portfolio of handcrafted and metallic 

foils. Whether you choose a textured foil or a hand-embellished, raised-print treatment 

you’re sure to create an environment that commands attention and evokes admiration.

Find the perfect wallcoverings for every space 
through MDC’s extensive and highly customizable 
collections. From luxe textures to vivid colors, our 
product lineup has never been more robust.

The interior designers for this resturant also worked 
on a custom digital print for their private dining 
room (pictured right) that was inspired by classic 
Spanish literature. 

Our Digital Studio’s technology and customer 
service make it easy to design large-scale, 
one-of-a-kind installations. We’re part of your team 
and we’ll work with you through the entire process. 
Our goal is to bring your imagination to life, and we 
can even help you make it larger than life!

PICTURED LEFT: 

Digital rendering of the 

raised, handcrafted 

design for proofing.

PICTURED RIGHT:

Final product, taken from 

afar. Raised pearl-like 

dots create the Spanish 

lace inspired design. 

FROM DIGITAL DESIGN TO FINAL PRODUCT

SINGLE SOURCE PROJECTS

TURN INSPIRATION INTO ART 
PROJECT PROFILE: TAPAS RESTAURANT

PICTURED ABOVE: 
Main dining area with custom MDC 
hand crafted wallcovering.

PICTURED DIRECTLY RIGHT: 
Close up of raised pearl dots that 
create a lace-like design from afar.
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